
American History

Daily Life through History

African American Experience

Latino American Experience

American Indian Experience

Pop Culture Universe: Icons, Idols, Ideas

World History: Ancient and Medieval

World History: The Modern Era

World Religions: Belief, Culture, and 
Controversy

Modern Genocide: Understanding 
Causes and Consequences

World at War: Understanding Confl ict and 
Society

American Government 

Issues: Understanding Controversy and 
Society

United States Geography

World Geography: Understanding 
a Changing World 

More than Four Million Users

Over 50 Awards for Excellence

Making a Difference 
in Learning Achievement

SCHOOLS EDITION

15 Sublect-Specifi c 
Online Curriculum and 
Reference Resources

A TextbookA Library Perspectives

ABC-CLIO Solutions online resources integrate three essential 
components: a topic-specifi c reference library; a textbook that is 
updated daily; and model commentaries that expose students to 
a variety of authoritative perspectives.

Award-Winning Content
> Authoritative, vetted, and trusted is continually reviewed and
 updated by subject-specifi c experts
> Contains rich media and access to over one million primary 
 and secondary sources

Easy to Navigate and Find What You Need
>  “Topics” tab makes navigation easy with table of contents,

unit openers, chapters, lessons, and special features
> Content is aligned to state and Common Core State Standards, 
 and can be matched or customized to support curriculum
> Correlations to all major textbooks

Course Essentials
>  New video learning modules in select ABC-CLIO Solutions 
>  Presenting more than 100 complex concepts in an engaging and 

easy to comprehend format. 

Perspectives 
>  “Perspectives” tab provides different viewpoints on key issues, 

guiding students in arguing and supporting a position
> Provides higher level guided analysis of important issues

Advanced Search Functionality
>  Search across all databases and create custom research lists
> Teachers can search for lessons by standard or domain

Support and Professional Development
> Downloadable lesson plans and video tutorials
>  A wide range of professional development and support options

Writing Wizards
>  Writing templates with start-to-fi nish audio instruction for 

creating everything from argument and position papers to 
comparative essays and citations

CLIO View
> An integrated toolkit for easily conducted data analysis
> Creates custom graphs to present and report fi ndings

Research Tutors
>  Instructional videos help students analyze primary 

sources, make compelling arguments and avoid plagiarism

Text-to-Speech
>  Now available in all ABC-CLIO Solutions

Course Essentials A Solutions Exclusive

Perspectives A Solutions Exclusive

Writing Wizards A Solutions Exclusive

CLIO View A Solutions Exclusive

Research Tutors A Solutions Exclusive



Complete Resource for College-Prep-Level Students 
Designed to meet the extensive needs of high school students enrolled in various Advanced Placement (AP) or International  
Baccalaureate (IB) courses, this database offers a world of knowledge for students who seek to achieve academic excellence. 

Superb Academic Content to Enrich AP, IB and Honors-Level Curricula
Covering a wide array of subject areas from the arts and multicultural studies to the STEM subjects, Advanced Placement Source™ 
offers students the essential research materials to achieve academic success in honors, AP or IB programs. This database — the only  
AP-focused multi-disciplinary product on the market — contains more than 4,500 full-text academic journals and magazines  
dating back to 1985.

Advanced Placement Source is available via EBSCOhost® or Explora™, EBSCO’s engaging interface for schools and public libraries. In  
addition, most records include Lexile® Measures, which provide educators with an estimate of the search result’s reading difficulty  
and the approximate reading ability level required for comprehension.

Subjects Include:
• Art and music

• Biology

• Chemistry

• Computer science

• Economics and statistics

• Environmental and life sciences

• Ethnic and multicultural studies

• Mathematics

• Physics

• Political science

• Psychology

• Science and technology

• U.S., European and world history 

Journal Titles Include:
• American Journal of Public Health

• Harvard Law Review

• Journal of American History

• Journal of African American Studies

• Journal of Child and Family Studies

Magazines Titles Include:
• Time

• Nation

• New Scientist

• History Today

• National Review

www.ebsco.com (978) 356-6500 (800) 653-2726 information@ebsco.com
121615

Powered by EBSCOhost®



Setup is easy. 
We’ll help you embed a single search box on your library home page so students and teachers can search all of your library 
resources at once. Additional customization options enable you to brand EDS with your school’s colors, logos, and links.
Please see the back of this flyer for sample screenshots.

Opportunity to combine your EBSCO content and your other resources in  
one simple search

Bring Your Own Device (BYOD)-ready to support blended learning programs

 Intuitive search and retrieval options, including source type  
and subject limiters

 Research Starters (topic overviews) provide students with a  
beginning point  for research

Get the most out of your e-resources investment with EBSCO 
Discovery Service™ (EDS), an affordable search platform that 
provides access to your school’s entire library collection via a 
single entry point. With EDS, your students can quickly find 
the articles they need to complete research projects and other 
classroom assignments.

Since EBSCOhost is the most widely used research platform in 
academic institutions around the world, using EBSCO resources 
in support of your school’s curriculum will ensure that graduates 
are well-prepared to excel with projects and research in the 
college and university environment.

for all of your school library resources
One Search Box

 Multimedia content including maps, graphs, charts, images, audio recordings, and videos

Personal folders to facilitate saving and sharing of content

Alternative content delivery options to support differentiated instruction,  
such as Text-to-Speech for HTML articles

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

www.ebsco.com
101615

offers the following key features and benefits:



These sample screenshots, courtesy of Plymouth Whitemarsh High School in Plymouth Meeting, 
Pennsylvania, show how EBSCO Discovery Service™ (EDS) can be customized to meet the unique 
needs of your school’s students and faculty.

www.ebsco.com (978) 356 6500 (800) 653 2726 information@ebsco.com
101615

EDS home page branded with 
school colors, logo or custom 
banner helps students feel as 
though they’ve never left your 
library website.

Single search box helps 
students quickly find books 
and articles on thousands of 
research topics.

Custom links or carousels 
highlight other valuable  
library content.

Research Starters provide background 
information to help students begin  
their research.

Custom widgets point students to other 
valuable library resources, such as related 
images, videos, and newswires.

Limiters help students narrow 
search results by publication 
date, source type and more.



No Access Fees or Markups

 User-friendly search experience

Flexible & affordable acquisition options

Easy-to-use management tools

Patron Driven Acquisition

EBOOK COLLECTION
Intuitive Technology to Build & Manage Your Content

MAXIMIZE THE VALUE
O F  YO U R  L I B R A R Y ’ S

www.ebsco.com
012916



Academic

eBook Academic Collection
This growing subscription package contains more than 141,500 
multidisciplinary e-books representing a broad range of academic 
subject matter.

eBook University Press Collection
This collection contains more than 32,200 multidisciplinary 
e-books from the best university presses in the world. 

eBook Business Collection
This collection offers more than 14,400 e-books selected to assist 
students and scholars with various business research, special 
projects and entrepreneurial needs.

eBook History Collection 
This collection features more than 14,800 world history e-books 
that meet the content needs of students in their research.

eBook Education Collection
This collection offers more than 3,200 quality e-books supporting 
students and faculty in the education discipline. 

• American history
• Classic fiction
• Fine arts
• Literary criticism and 

writing
• Music
• Philosophy
• Religion and theology

• World history 
• World religions
• Accounting and finance
• Economics
• Leadership and 

management
• Biology and life sciences
• Computer science

• Energy and green 
technologies

• Ethnic and cultural 
studies

• Criminal justice
• Legal
• Political science

Subject Sets

eBook Subscriptions

These e-book collections provide valuable, 
focused content to enhance any university 
program offering degrees in the top 
emerging academic fields.

Featured Collections

“

This collection includes e-books that 
have been identifed by YBP Library 
Services as excellent academic titles.

With the depth of content and vastness of its 
coverage, the eBook Business Core Collection is 
undoubtedly one of the best resources to assist 
our audience with their academic or research-
related work.”  

Giridhar Kunkur,
Librarian, Prin. L.N. Welingkar Institute of 

Management Development & Research

This collection includes titles that have been 
designated as outstanding for academic 
studies by Choice Magazine.

Choice Outstanding Academic 
Titles (OAT) Collection

Emerging
Degrees Collections

YBP Core Titles - 
U.S. and U.K.

www.ebsco.com (978) 356-6500 (800) 653-2726 information@ebsco.com
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K-12

eBook High School Collection
Designed specifically for high school students, this collection of nearly 8,200 
titles offers an easy, cost-effective way for libraries to provide full-text e-books 
that align with their school’s curricula. 

eBook K-8 Collection
This collection contains over 10,650 e-books chosen to support a quality 
learning experience for K-8 students across all subject areas taught in 
elementary and middle schools.

eBook History Collection 
This collection features more than 14,800 world history e-books to meet the 
research needs of students.

eBook Education Collection 
This collection features more than 3,200 quality e-books supporting students 
and faculty in the education discipline. It also includes support materials for 
teachers and professionals working in K-12 classrooms. 

• American History

• Classic Fiction

• Fine Arts

• Literary Criticism & 
Writing

• Music

• Poetry

• Religion & Theology

• World History 

• World Religions

• Accounting & Finance

• Economics

• Leadership & 
Management

• Biology & Life Sciences

• Computer Science

• Energy & Green 
Technologies

• Ethnic & Cultural 
Studies

• Criminal Justice

• Legal

• Political Science

 

Subject Sets

eBook Subscriptions

Visit www.ebscohost.com/ebooks/schools  

Business Source Co

This collection includes over 380 titles 
that explore and honor the history, 
cultures, traditions and ways of life of 
the Native American community. 

Featured Collections

“

This collection supports the 
educational needs and interests of 
young users, covering a wide range 
of topics.

Since EBSCO suits our needs so well, we’ve even 
stopped comparing other vendors’ options to 
EBSCO. We’re settled and happy with EBSCO’s 
products and services.”  

Arlen Kimmelman
Librarian, Clearview Regional Senior High School

A comprehensive collection 
development series, these e-book 
collections provide librarian-selected 
titles chosen specifically for readers 
from preschool through grade 12.

Core Collections  
Recommended Titles

Native American Heritage 
Collection

www.ebsco.com (978) 356 6500 (800) 653 2726 information@ebsco.com
020216

Youth Reference
Collection



•  Simple search that quickly delivers relevant results including articles, essays,  
and primary source documents 

•  Easy-to-browse categories organized by popular topic

•  Topic overviews that provide students with a starting point for research

•  Top videos from the Associated Press, the world’s leading news agency

• Option to include your library’s EBSCO eBooks

•  Colorful, mobile-friendly design with feature areas that provide context to students

•  Reading level indicators (Lexile® Measures) to simplify discovery of  
grade-appropriate content

•  Text-to-Speech for HTML articles to assist struggling readers or those learning English

•  Educator’s Edition where teachers can easily find relevant support materials

•  Curriculum Standards Module to help educators in the U.S. and Canada correlate EBSCO 
content quickly and easily to Common Core, state or provincial curriculum standards

Coming to Explora in 2016: 

•  Innovative results list where relevant 
results are grouped by source type

Ensure student and educator success with EBSCO’s new interface for schools and 
public libraries. Designed to meet the unique needs of its users, Explora™ supports 
both student research and classroom instruction with the following features:

Reach new heights with

www.ebsco.com (978) 356-6500 (800) 653-2726 information@ebsco.com
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Flipster.com

Librarians love Flipster…
• No hidden platform fees

• Top magazines spanning a wide range of  
subjects and interests

• Seamless user authentication for instant  
access to online magazines

• Flexible subscription options

and readers are raving fans…
• Simple sign-in — no additional accounts needed

• Easy-to-browse magazine categories

• Multiple online or offline access options

• Zoom feature for easy readability

Top Magazines Designed for Easy 
Readability on Mobile Devices

www.ebsco.com (978) 356-6500 (800) 653-2726 information@ebsco.com
060315



®

Get Children  
Reading!
Flipster® provides award-winning digital magazines  
that inspire imagination and provide the building 
blocks for a lifelong love of reading and learning.   
Covering literature, history, culture, science, animals, 
and other kid-friendly topics, these magazines  
will bring a sense of fun and amazement to  
the learning process.     

Expand the resources at your library with top  
children’s magazines available in an  

easy-to-read digital format from Flipster. 

The Flipster app, available for iOS, Android, and  
Kindle Fire tablets, provides access anytime, anywhere.



®

An Engaging 
Digital Resource 
for Teenage 
Readers
Support your students’ learning with top digital magazines 
that explore the latest trends, news, and issues in today’s 
world.  With Flipster, your students get access to magazines 
from virtually any browser, and magazines can be downloaded  
using the Flipster app.  The wide range of topics covered  
ensures you’ll find relevant and current digital magazine  
content that integrates with your curriculum.     

The Flipster app, available for iOS, Android, and 
Kindle Fire tablets, provides access anytime, anywhere.

Expand the digital resources at your school with  
award-winning magazines, available in an  
easy-to-read digital format from Flipster.  



A Complete Full-Text History Reference Database
Designed for secondary schools, public libraries, junior/community colleges and 
undergraduate research, this database features full text for thousands of primary source 
documents and informational texts.

Quality Content
History Reference Center™ content comes from leading history publishers such as Branden Publishing,  
Compass Point Books, Houghton Mifflin, Lerner Publishing Group, Mason Crest Publishers, Morgan Reynolds Inc.,  
Oxford University Press, and Rourke Publishing LLC, and includes exclusive proprietary content from Salem Press.

The database includes all of the following and more:

•  More than 630,900 full-text records from peer-reviewed journals,  
reference books, periodicals and other sources

•  More than 74,600 primary source documents and speeches

•  More than 81,300 biographies of historical figures

•  Nearly 2,000 full-text reference books, encyclopedias and non-fiction books

•  Full text and selective content from 150 leading history periodicals,  
including American Historical Review, Archaeology, British Heritage, Canada’s History,  
Civil War Times, Military History, Teaching History, African Studies Quarterly,  
Ancient Egypt Magazine, Australian Historical Studies, Chinese Studies in History,  
Jewish History, Muslim World, Russian Studies in History and Women’s History Review

•  Multimedia content including more than 41,500 images and 80+ hours of video

Support for Students and Educators
Available via EBSCOhost, Explora, or its own dedicated interface, History Reference Center features a variety of tools  
and resources to support students and educators in meeting curriculum goals, including:

• Research guides, citation help and a browseable dictionary

• Advanced search options, thematic navigation and the ability to explore topics by historic era

• Text-to-Speech for HTML articles to assist struggling readers and those learning English

• Personal folders for saving and sharing of content

•  Reading level indicators (Lexile® Measures) to provide educators with an estimate of the result’s reading  
difficulty and the approximate grade-level reading ability required for comprehension

•  Curriculum Standards Module to help educators in the U. S. and Canada correlate EBSCO  
content quickly and easily to Common Core, state or provincial curriculum standards

™

www.ebsco.com (978) 356-6500 (800) 653-2726 information@ebsco.com
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The World’s Most Extensive Literary Reference Resource

Literary Reference Center™ Plus is a robust full-text database 
that provides the most relevant information on thousands 
of authors and their works across literary disciplines  
and timeframes. The database gives students, teachers  
and librarians a complete foundation of literary  
reference works to meet any and all of their research  
or instructional needs.

Superior Content
Literary Reference Center Plus includes all of the following 
content and more:

•  More than 135,000 classic and contemporary poems, 
32,000 classic and contemporary short stories, and 
8,200 classic novels

•  Thousands of articles, literary criticism essays, plot 
summaries, book reviews, author biographies  
and interviews

•  More than 750 literary journals — including AGNI, Five 
Points, Paris Review, Subtropics and Witness — featuring 
thousands of essays, fiction and poetry

•  Contemporary literature titles from Salem Press 
including Critical Survey of Shakespeare’s Sonnets  
and the Introduction to Literary Context series

•  250 critical essays about popular young adult (YA)  
titles, including film analyses

• More than 100 unique Critical Insights volumes

www.ebsco.com (978) 356-6500 (800) 653-2726 information@ebsco.com
041416

Support for Students and Educators
Available via EBSCOhost, Explora, or its own dedicated 
interface, Literary Reference Center Plus contains a collection 
of informational texts on numerous literary genres, themes, 
and forms, as well as critical essays on specific works and 
authors. Students can also find helpful research guides,  
a citation tool and a literary glossary. In addition, the 
database includes:

•  Nearly three dozen interactive literary study guides that 
allow students to explore novels and plays by American 
and British writers and understand the characteristics  
of different genres and the various techniques used  
by writers

•  Text-to-Speech for HTML articles to assist struggling 
readers or those learning English

• Personal folders for saving and sharing of content

•  Curriculum Standards Module to help educators in  
the U.S. and Canada correlate EBSCO content quickly  
and easily to Common Core, state or provincial 
curriculum standards



www.ebscohost.com/public/myheritage-library-edition   |   information@ebsco.com   |   +1 (800) 653-2726

About MyHeritage
MyHeritage is the leading destination to discover, share and preserve your family history. 
As technology thought leaders and innovators in the space, MyHeritage is transforming 
family history into an activity that’s accessible and instantly rewarding. Trusted by 
millions of families, MyHeritage's global user community enjoys access to a massive 
library of historical records, the most internationally diverse collection of family trees 
and ground-breaking search and matching technologies. MyHeritage empowers families 
with an easy way to share their story, past and present, and treasure it for generations to 
come. MyHeritage is available in 42 languages.

About MyHeritage Library Edition
MyHeritage Library Edition enables libraries to provide their patrons with the best 
genealogy research experience available, with a collection of over 6 billion records and 
1.5 billion individual family tree profiles. Featuring remote access to our entire database, 
MyHeritage is the world’s most convenient and easy-to-use resource to help anyone 
learn more about their family history. 

Get started at: www.ebscohost.com/public/myheritage-library-edition

6B 1.5B 42
Historical records Family tree profiles Languages

NEW!

Library Edition

ere  e l si ely y

The world’s leading destination 
for family history research



More than 6 billion historical  records from 
all over the world

Full U.S. Federal Census (1790-1940) 
with images

England & Wales Censuses (1841-1901) 
with images 

1.5 billion exclusive family tree profiles 
from MyHeritage and Geni

816 million U.S. public records

Hundreds of millions of Nordic records

Over 100 million gravestone photos

Over 80 million historical photographs

Military records, immigration records and 
passenger lists

Citizenship & naturalization records 

 

*

*

*

*

*
*
*
*
*

*

*

*
*
*

*

*

Directories, guides, references, 
biographies and yearbooks

Government, land and court records

Wills and probate records

Exclusive databases such as 
the Jewish Chronicle historical 
newspaper

Additional content under license 
including Tributes obituaries, 
WikiTree, BillionGraves, Canadian 
Headstones and many others

200 million additional records added 
on average every month!

What's in the MyHeritage 
Library Edition

Get started at: www.ebscohost.com/public/myheritage-library-edition



Get started at: www.ebscohost.com/public/myheritage-library-edition

Search Example 2:

Family tree 
search result

Search Example 1:

U.S. Census 
search result

1.
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Remote access
Patrons of libraries subscribed 
to our remote access 
service can access the vast 
MyHeritage database from the 
comfort of their own home.

International databases
As a global website, MyHeritage is 
proud of its ever growing 
international archive of records and 
documents.

Multilingual interface
MyHeritage is available in 
40 different languages and 
serves millions of users 
around the globe. 

Exclusive databases
MyHeritage offers exclusive 
collections not found anywhere 
else, including more than 1.5 
billion names in family trees.

Record DetectiveTM

Once you find a record, we will show 
you additional relevant records for 
that person or of related individuals.

Complete U.S. Census
MyHeritage is proud to present 
the complete set of U.S. Censuses 
from 1790 to 1940, including fully 
indexed document images.

Key Features

www.ebscohost.com/public/myheritage-library-edition   |   information@ebsco.com   |   +1 (800) 653-2726

Remote Access

Full U.S. Census (1790-1940)

Spanish & French interface

Family trees in 40 languages

Record Suggestions

Intuitive, Easy-to-Use Interface

200 million records added monthly

Find family worldwide

MyHeritage Competitor 1 Competitor 2Features



Identify just-right books for every reader
Beyond reading level, how do you find books that make 
kids WANT to read? NoveList can help pinpoint books 
that appeal to every reader.

Resources for teachers and parents
Imagine having at your fingertips:  lists of recommended 
books, curricular materials for teaching with books, book 
resources by grade level and unit topic, and more! 

Answers to the tough questions
Rely on our expertise to help answer your students’ 
toughest questions about what to read — for both  
fiction and nonfiction.

NoveList for Schools

www.ebscohost.com/novelist

Encourage reading and literacy success

Developed by librarians and 
literature experts, NoveList is the 
ideal resource for working with 
readers of all ages. By helping 
them find the right books, you 
can guide students on their way 
to becoming lifelong readers. 
Whether you need to find the 
next book in a series or help a 
reader find an author who is a  
lot like their favorite author,  
NoveList has the answers.  

Choose NoveList Plus to cover 
readers of all ages, or choose 
NoveList K-8 Plus to focus on 
readers in Kindergarten through 
eighth grade.

NoveList Plus and NoveList K-8 Plus

www.ebsco.com
020816



Finding the right books 
for every reader

Help eager readers find more books “just like…” Read-alikes 

Key Feature How it Helps Readers

Appeal factors

Lexile and  
Accelerated Reader

Curricular Content

Grab and Go  
Book Lists

Picture Book Extenders

Recommended Reads Lists

Funny? Silly? Sassy? Take a step beyond reading level 
and help kids learn what kinds of books they like.

Encourage reading success by pinpointing the perfect  
books at any reading level. 

Get a fresh perspective on connecting reading to the  
curriculum (including Common Core aligned materials). 

Got a range of reading levels in class? These thematic 
book lists can help.

Encourage critical thinking skills and snag  
ideas for related activities.

Whether they’re a graphic novel fan or one who loves mysteries, 
these quick and easy lists help readers find new favorites.

Which version?
NoveList Plus covers readers of all ages, while NoveList K-8 Plus focuses on readers in 
Kindergarten through eighth grade – no adult content!  The Plus versions include both 
nonfiction and fiction titles (representing about 30% more content). Here’s a breakdown 
of what you’ll find in each product:

Fiction

NoveList Plus NoveList NoveList K-8 Plus NoveList K-8

Nonfiction

Audiobooks

Audience: Adults

Audience: Kids

Learn more at www.ebscohost.com/novelist

www.ebsco.com (978) 356 6500 (800) 653 2726 information@ebsco.com
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LearningExpress | An EBSCO Company 800-295-9556   .   New York, NY www.learningexpressllc.com

Prepare Your Students  
for a Successful Future! 

SCORE HIGHER on ACT®, SAT®, and AP® exams

IMPROVE core English, math, and science skills 

ACQUIRE basic computer skills

EXPLORE careers

SEARCH for colleges

PREPARE for the ASVAB 

BUILD workplace skills 

SUCCEED in high school and beyond!

INCREASE student success

EXPAND student-guided resources

SUPPORT post-secondary needs 

PROVIDE supplemental resources for educators

PrepSTEPTM GIVES STUDENTS THE TOOLS TO:

PrepSTEPTM HELPS HIGH SCHOOLS TO:

PrepSTEPTM helps students succeed in high school and beyond 
by providing online access to comprehensive academic and 
career-related resources. It empowers schools with support 
for college-, career-, and military-bound students. PrepSTEP™ 
is packed with tools for academic skill-building, college and 
career exploration, college admissions test preparation, military 
exploration and test preparation, workplace skills development, 
and much more. Help your students step up to success! 

Successful futures 
start with
Call 800-653-2726    

information@ebsco.com    

High School Edition



ACT® and WorkKeys® are registered trademarks of ACT, Inc. PSAT/NMSQT® is a registered trademark of the College Board and the National Merit Scholarship Corporation. SAT® and AP® are trademarks registered  
and/or owned by the College Board. These companies were not involved in the production of, and do not endorse, these products.

FEATURED RESOURCES for High School Students

040816
LearningExpress | An EBSCO Company 800-295-9556   .   New York, NY www.learningexpressllc.com

eBooks appear in italics

Prepare for College

Explore College
 �Find the Right College
 �Write Your Best College Essay

Get Ready for the SAT® Test
 �Guided SAT® Prep Program

A step-by-step approach that directs  
students to the tutorials and tests that  
enable them to prepare thoroughly 

 �Preparation Tutorials
Introduction to the 2016 SAT® Test 
SAT® Reading 
SAT® Writing and Language 
SAT® Math 
SAT® Essay 

 �Practice Tests
SAT® Reading Practice Tests 
SAT® Writing and Language Practice Tests
SAT® Math Practice Tests 
SAT® Essay Practice Tests 
SAT® Complete Simulated Practice Tests 

Get Ready for the ACT® Test
 �Preparation Tutorial

ACT® Preparation Tutorial
 �Practice Tests 

ACT® English Practice Tests 
ACT® Math Practice Tests
ACT® Reading Practice Tests 
ACT® Science Practice Tests
ACT® Writing Practice Tests
ACT® Complete Simulated Practice Tests

 �Flashcards
ACT® Math 
ACT® Science 
ACT® English and Reading 

 �eBooks
ACT® Flash Review
ACT® Word Games
ACT®: Power Practice

Get Ready for AP® Tests
 �Practice Tests

AP® Biology Practice Exams
AP® Calculus AB Practice Exams
AP® Chemistry Practice Exams
AP® English Lang. and Comp. Exams
AP® European History Practice Exams
AP® Psychology Practice Exams 
AP® Statistics Practice Exams 
AP® U.S. Government and Politics  
Practice Exams
AP® U.S. History Practice Exams

 �Flashcards 
AP® Biology 
AP® U.S. History 

 �eBooks
AP® Biology Flash Review
AP® U.S. History Flash Review

Get Ready for the PSAT/NMSQT® Test
 �Practice Tests

Get Ready for SAT Subject Tests™
 �Practice Tests

English Language 
Arts Skills  
(Common Core State Standards)

Reading Skills
 �Reading Informational Texts Practice
 �Reading Literature Practice
 �Reading Tutorials & eBooks

Writing & Language Skills
 �Writing & Language Skills Practice 
 �Writing & Language Skills Tutorials,  

 eBooks, & Articles
 �Grammar Skills Practice 
 �Grammar Skills Tutorials & eBooks
 �Vocabulary & Spelling Skills Practice
 �Vocabulary & Spelling Skills Tutorials,  

 eBooks, & Flashcards

Math and Science Skills 
(Common Core State Standards)

 Algebra
 �Algebra Practice Sets
 �Algebra Tutorial  
 �Algebra eBooks  

Functions
 �Functions Practice Sets
 �Functions Tutorial
 �Functions eBooks

Geometry
 �Geometry Practice Sets
 �Geometry Tutorial
 �Geometry eBooks

 Number and Quantity
 �Number and Quantity Practice Sets
 �Number and Quantity Tutorial

Quantitative Comparison for Tests
 �Quantitative Comparison Practice Sets
 �Quantitative Comparison eBooks

Statistics and Probability 
 �Statistics and Probability Practice Sets
 �Statistics and Probability Tutorial
 �Statistics and Probability eBooks

Science
 �Chemistry Practice Sets
 �Chemistry eBooks
 �Biology Practice Sets
 �Biology eBooks

Core Computer Skills
Computers

 �Get Started
 �Use a Computer
 �Keep Documents Safe

Internet
 �Get Started
 �Communicate Using the Internet
 �Be Social Media and Web Savvy
 �Stay Safe on the Internet

Software
 �Write Documents: Word
 �Create Spreadsheets: Excel
 �Create Presentations: PowerPoint
 �Email: Outlook

Job and Career  
Center

Learn About Careers
 �Consider Your Career Paths
 �Explore Careers

Career Test Preparation for  
High School Grads

 �Allied Health
 �Civil Service
 �Commercial Driver's License (CDL)
 �Cosmetology
 �Culinary Arts
 �Electrical
 �Firefighting
 �Law Enforcement
 �Nursing
 �Plumbing
 �Postal Work
 �Real Estate

Enter the Military 
 �Learn About the Military
 �Prepare for Military Entrance Tests

Build Your Workplace Skills
 �Act Professionally
 �Communicate Effectively
 �Get Ready for the Workplace
 �Manage Your Time
 �Network and Interview

Prepare for WorkKeys® 
Assessments

 �Explore WorkKeys® Practice Tests

Interactive, online resources that can shape futures and change lives 



Read It! content covers a wide range of 
subject areas including science, mathematics, 
American history, world history, culture, civics, 
literature and life skills. Articles are written 
using simplified sentence structure and 
vocabulary helpful to non-native speakers. 
Each article is assigned a Lexile® score to 
indicate the text’s level of reading difficulty.

History, Civics & 
Culture

Literature Life Skills

Science
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Specialized content 
supporting English 
Language Learner 
reading and 
comprehension

Read It!™ is designed for middle and high school students as 
well as anyone who has a basic foundation in English grammar 
and reading but needs adapted reading material for a variety 
of subjects. Read It! helps English Language Learners (ELLs) 
to succeed academically and in everyday life by providing 
resources to help them build background knowledge on a 
variety of topics, conduct research and improve study skills.

Core curriculum content includes 1,300 foundation articles 
focusing on topics covered in the U.S. curriculum as well as 
Canadian history and culture. Additional curated content 
enhances topic knowledge and understanding. All content is 
designed to support English-language reading proficiency and 
comprehension as well as general literacy, research, note-taking 
and academic writing.

Customized content includes:

• Foundation articles with post-reading 
comprehension quizzes

• Nonfiction articles and reference texts

• Illustrations, diagrams and maps

• Research guides and worksheets

• Text-to-Speech “Read Out Loud” support

• Search tools and support features



Provide students and educators with the resources they need to achieve success. EBSCO’s Primary Online  
Package offers the most complete collection of full-text reference resources for elementary schools.

Available via EBSCOhost or Explora, EBSCO’s colorful and easy-to-use school interface, the databases contained 
in this full-text package are designed to support student learning and classroom instruction.

Primary Online Package includes the following databases:

Primary Search® 

Containing full-text for nearly 100 of the most 
popular children’s magazines, Primary Search is 
designed to help elementary school libraries. 
Students can learn about a variety of topics, 
such as endangered species, famous musicians, 
food  fitness, space exploration and more. The 

database also includes a collection of more than 1.3 million images of 
relevant photos, maps and flags to aid kids in learning.

Professional Development  
Collection™ 
This database provides a highly specialized  
collection of electronic information especially 
for professional educators, professional librar-
ians and education researchers. Professional  
Development Collection includes indexing and 

abstracts for more than 750 journals and full text for nearly 500  
journals and more than 200 educational reports.

Newspaper Source™ 

Newspapers contain excellent primary- and 
secondary-source content. Newspaper Source 
provides cover-to-cover full text for more than 40 
national (U.S.) and international newspapers as 
well as full text for more than 300 regional (U.S.) 
newspapers. In addition, full-text television  

and radio news transcripts are provided by CBS News, CNN, CNN  
International, FOX News and NPR.

ERIC® 
The Education Resource Information Center (ERIC) 
provides access to educational literature and 
resources. The database contains more than  
1.5 million records and links to hundreds of  
thousands of full-text documents dating  
back to 1966.

For Students

For Educators
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Provide students and educators with the resources they need to achieve success. EBSCO’s Middle Online Package 
offers the most complete collection of full-text reference resources designed for middle schools.

Available via EBSCOhost or Explora, EBSCO’s colorful and easy-to-use school interface, the databases contained 
in this full-text package are designed to support student learning and classroom instruction.

Middle Online Package includes the following databases:

Professional Development Collection™ 
This database provides a highly specialized collection 
of electronic information especially for professional 
educators, professional librarians, and education 
researchers. Professional Development Collection  

includes indexing and abstracts for more than 750 journals and full 
text for nearly 500 journals and more than 200 educational reports.

ERIC® 
 The Education Resource Information Center (ERIC)  
provides access to educational literature and resources. 
The database contains more than 1.5 million records 
and links to hundreds of thousands of full-text  

documents dating back to 1966.

Health Source®: Consumer Edition 
This rich collection of consumer health information 
provides access to nearly 300 full-text consumer 
health magazines, health-related pamphlets, and 
full-text health reference books. Topics covered 

include AIDS, cancer, diabetes, drugs and alcohol, women’s health 
and more.

Newspaper Source™ 

 Newspapers contain excellent primary- and secondary-
source content. Newspaper Source provides cover-to-
cover full text for more than 40 national (U.S.) and inter-
national newspapers as well as full text for more than 

300 regional (U.S.) newspapers. In addition, full-text television and radio 
news transcripts are provided by CBS News, CNN, CNN International, 
FOX News and NPR.

Middle Search Plus® 
This database contains complete articles from 
more than 170 popular middle school magazines,  
such as Scholastic News and Sports Illustrated Kids, 
as well as more than 103,000 biographies and  

historical essays. It also includes primary source documents,  
reference books, and more than 1.3 million relevant  
photos, maps and flags.

TOPICsearch™ 

 Teachers, librarians and student researchers can use 
this database to explore current events, social, political 
and economic issues, scientific discoveries and other 
popular topics frequently discussed in the classroom. 

TOPICsearch contains more than 96,000 complete articles from diverse 
content sources.

For Students

For Educators
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Education Research Complete™ 
Designed for educators, administrators, and those 
seeking professional development resources, this 
bibliographic and full-text database covers scholarly 
research relating to all areas of education such as  

curriculum and instruction, administration, policy, funding and 
related social issues.

Provide high school students and educators with the resources they need to achieve success. EBSCO’s  
Complete Online Package offers a vast collection of full-text reference resources for high schools.

Available via EBSCOhost or Explora, EBSCO’s engaging and easy-to-use school interface, the databases  
contained in this full-text package are designed to support student learning and classroom instruction.

Complete Online Package includes the following databases:
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ERIC® 
 The Education Resource Information Center (ERIC)  
provides access to educational literature and resources. 
The database contains more than 1.5 million records 
and links to hundreds of thousands of full-text  

documents dating back to 1966.

Consumer Health Complete™ 
This database offers health and science classes  
a well-rounded collection of articles, images  
and animations about a variety of health-related  
topics such as diabetes, cancer, nutrition,  

exercise and much more.

Newspaper Source Plus™ 

 Ideal for social studies, business and government classes, 
this database includes nearly 67 million complete  
articles, including those from more than 1,200 of the 
world’s major newspapers, 130 newswires and more 

than 40 news magazines. Also included is News View, a feature that 
provides daily news updates and a collection of more than 1.4 million 
television and radio news transcripts.

MAS Complete™ 
Designed specifically for high school libraries,  
this resource contains complete articles from  
hundreds of popular high school magazines  
and reference books, as well as thousands of  

biographies and primary source documents. The content covers  
a wide range of subject areas such as art, history, sports, music, 
film, travel, science, technology, fashion, religion, nature  
and current events.

TOPICsearch™ 

 Teachers, librarians and student researchers can use 
this database to explore current events, social, political 
and economic issues, scientific discoveries and other 
popular topics frequently discussed in the classroom. 

TOPICsearch contains more than 96,000 complete articles from diverse 
content sources.

For Students

For Educators


